SPRINGHOUSE MAGAZINE INDEX

THE FIRST THIRTY-ONE YEARS
Vol. 1, No. 1 through Vol. 31, No. 3.

Parts reprinted From SPRINGHOUSE Vol. 6, No. 1, Feb. 1989
And Vol. 6, No. 1 through Vol. 10, No. 5
From SPRINGHOUSE Vol. 10, No. 6

1983-84

NOTE: Vol. 1, No. 1 was Fall 1983, the rest of Vol. 1 spanned 1984

VOL. 1, NO. 1
AN ILLINOIS OZARK ALTERNATE ENERGY PIONEER, Linda O'Connor
SHAWNEE SUNRISE. Goldia Vaughn
VOTING IN GOOD OLD MOUNTAIN TWO, Gary DeNeal
THE SPECTRE OF SMALLPOX ISLAND, John Dunphy
"CLEARING THE RIGHT OF WAY", George Carr
(an oil painting, reproduced as our centerfold)
THE STATION, Robert J. Hastings
AUTUMN HICKORY NUTS, Suzi Brouillette
A HILL LOST IN TIME, Gary DeNeal

VOL. 1, NO. 2
THE LEGACY OF OLD KASKASKIA, John J. Dunphy
WHY PARITY?, Charles Walters, Jr.
PEOPLE DOING UNUSUAL THINGS IN THE ILLINOIS
OZARKS-Do-It-Yourself Satellite T.V., Linda O'Connor
ELSAH; A Historic Landmark, Melissa Underwood
THE BARN; A pencil sketch, Barbara Allen

VOL. 1, NO. 3
PATRON'S DAY, K.L. Mitchell, as told by U. Sylvalena Hatcher Wasson
NOAA WHAT?, Jim Craig
WHY EGYPT?, John J. Dunphy
POEMS. Harold R. Hartley and Clyde Edwards
WHY PARITY?, Charles Walters, Jr.
EGYPT VS ARKANSAS, Brann the Iconoclast
LAST DANCE FOR SKINNY, Gary DeNeal
HERCULES THE GRASSHOPPER, Willard St. John
WAMBLE MOUNTAIN, Goldia Vaughn
FLYING MALLARDS, a drawing, J. Roy Carr
A FARM SCENE, a drawing. Ray Gunning
ON GARDENS, Robert DeNeal
THE HARBOR, Robert J. Hastings

**VOL. 1, NO. 4**
LIFE IN THE CCC, Ardell Hamilton
AN EARLY SCHOOL NEAR HERRIN, Pearl Roberts
WAYMAN PRESLEY PLANS NEWEST PROJECT, Dixie Terry
HOG BUTCHERING DAY, Wade Wachter
SCHOOL DAYS, Larry Underwood
LETTER FROM HEZEKIAH RAWHIDE
FOOT OF THE HILL SCHOOL, pen and ink drawing, Dani Brown
OLD GRAND PIER SCHOOL, Mildred B. McCormick
DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN, Nancy Evans
CHARLIE McCOWEN AND HIS DOG, Cyril Barton

**VOL. 1, NO. 5**
OZARKS; THE ROMANCE OF A NAME, John J. Dunphy
SAVAGE HUNT, Opal Sandra Watkins
THE GREAT AMERICAN BELLY DANCE, Suzanne Highfill
BUSINESS AT PINHOOK NO. 7, Robin F. Ledbetter
ONE ROOM SCHOOL PHOTOS, Mildred B. McCormick
SPRINGHOUSE IS A CLIFF DWELLER, Bill Carr
HORSE SENSE, L. L. Gullett
THE RAWHIDE CHRONICLES, Hezekiah Rawhide
POEMS OF THE ILLINOIS OZARKS
HEROD NOTES, Linda O'Connor
0. FOWLER, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ARTIST, Lois Barrett
GIBBONS' CLIFF, an oil painting, O. Fowler

**VOL. 1, NO. 6**
TOWERED HOUSES OF GOLCONDA, Mable Logue Stannard
THE CONVENTION CONTEST OF 1823-4, Paul E. Stroble
THE MYSTERY OF THE PIASA BIRD, John J. Dunphy
LIFE BEGINS AT 87, Violet Grisham
THE CLARK HOUSE, Mildred B. McCormick
HIGH NOON AT OMAHA. Marie Blackard
HEROD SPRINGS BAPTIST CHURCH. Phyllis Hicks
THANK GOD FOR FUNERAL HOMES, Larry Underwood
BEETRUS, Eileen Smith Cunningham
AUTUMN, Peg Carter
THE RAWHIDE CHRONICLES, Hezekiah Rawhide

**VOL. 1, NO. 7 (ANNIVERSARY ISSUE)**
THE MYSTERY COUPLE IN THE FORD COUPE, Gary DeNeal
RAIDERS ON THE OHIO, Mildred B. McCormick
ROADSHOW WITH PASSION PLAY, Ardell Hamilton
BEFORE ELECTRICITY, Nancy Evans
PIONEER CHRISTMAS IN SOUTHERN ILL., John J. Dunphy
LIFE OB DEATH IN A BANANA GROVE, Kestner Wallace
BEETRUS, Eileen Smith Cunningham (continued)
WATER WITCHING, Ralph S. Harrelson
CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE, Jim Craig
THE RAWHIDE CHRONICLES, Hezekiah Rawhide
OLD PHOTOS, Can you Identify these men?
BY THE RIVERS GENTLY FLOWING, Marita Brake

1985

VOL. 2, NO. 1
THE COUNTRY STORE AS COMMUNITY CENTER, Mildred B. McCormick
REAL HORSEPOWER, Robin R. Ledbetter
ONE NIGHT IN JANUARY, Flo Austin Dunning
MID-WESTERNERS MAKE THE BEST SAILORS, Wm. P. Mote
IN DEFENSE OF TYPOS, John J. Dunphy
SALUTE TO GRANDPA, Robert Sturm
WINTER WOODCUTTING, Bill Carr
COUNTRY STORE PHOTOS, Mildred B. McCormick
THE RAWHIDE CHRONICLES, Hezekiah Rawhide

VOL. 2, NO. 2
ILLINOIS OZARK HILLS, Harold Ray Hartley
THE TORNADO OF 1925, Col. John R. Fenoli
A DOLLAR THE HARD WAY, Kestner Wallace
HYMN OF THE WOODTHRUSH, Emma Bell Miles
THE BARN, Wade Scott
I PINE FIR YEW..., Jim Craig
PERRYVILLE: A VANISHED TOWN, Paul Stroble
AN ECHO FROM OMAHA, Marie Blackard

VOL. 2, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
BALD DILLARD'S STORY
FORAGING, Ralph S. Harrelson
IN SEARCH OF BILLY POTTS, Ronald L. Nelson
THE CALF ROCK, Thelma Jones
PREACHIN' AND SINGIN', Harold Ray Hartley
RELICS OF THE PAST, John J. Dunphy
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS WITH THE NUDE ONES, Gene Rhine
SHAWNEETOWN IN THE FLOODS
NETTLE BOTTOM MEMORIES, J. S. Bobb
FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL, Gene Rhine
A LAND OF CORN AND WINE, Mildred B. McCormick
BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF WHERE IT’S AT, Bill Carr
RIP & ME & THE BUCKEYE TREE, Robert L. Tefertillar
THE CAROUSEL, Robert J. Hastings
RABBIT TALES, Wayman Presley

VOL. 2, NO. 4
THE BULLY, Robert L. Tefertillar
THE BOlobber, Ronald D. Reed
THE SALINE RIVER, Larry Underwood
OPOSSUM, OH, ‘POSSUMS, Virgil O. Palmer
IN SEARCH OF BILLY POTTs Part 2. Ronald L. Nelson
WHEN LAFAYETTE CAME TO SHAWNEETOWN, Lucille Lawler
WATER HIGH, COTTON SACK DRY, Kestner Wallace
THE GREAT KEELBOAT RACE, Bill Carr
THE DIRTY BIRD..., Ronald L. Nelson
TRUE CONFESSIONS OF A RIVER RAT, Rudy Phillips

VOL. 2, NO. 5
GAS FLARES, SLUSH PITS, AND THE APE MAN, Robert L. Tefertillar
A SPOOKY NIGHT IN JOHNSON COUNTY, Robert J. Hastings
TIGER BOY (WHERE ARE YOU?), Kestner Wallace
PUZZLE PAGE
OF GHOSTS AND SHADOWS. Robin p. Ledbetter
BANSHEE, Dawn Bascom
HOGTHIEF CREEK, William H. Birch
OCTOBER. Jason Scott Steele
THE GRAVEYARD TOUR, Gene Rhine
LAKEY’S GHOST. Jay Willsey
MIGHTY COMET, DO NOT TARRY. Virgil O. Palmer
COAL MINERS’ LUNCH, Craig Questelle
WITCHCRAFT IN EARLY SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, Ronald D. Reed
MEMORABLE MOMENTS, Virginia L. Marmaduke

VOL. 2, NO. 6
SPRINGHOUSE INK
LEAVING. Jim Sloan
JIM CRAIG’S ALMANAC
THE BOOZER, Robert L. Tefertillar
CORNHUSK CHAIR BOTTOMS, Ralph S. Harrelson
SORGHUM, Ardell Hamilton
SOMETImE, SOMEWHERE, Kestner Wallace
PUZZLE PAGE
OLD SOAP. Virgil O. Palmer
OZARK ECHOES
THE TITAN OF ELM TREES, John J. Dunphy
GAME BAG & CREEL, Roy Wasson
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
YOUNG'S OPERA HOUSE, Mildred B. McCormick
MERIDIAN DAY, Bill Carr
HALLEY'S COMET AND MEMORY, Jim Craig
ORIGIN OF THE OZARKS, Ernie Deane... Back Cover

1986

VOL. 3, NO. 1
OUTHOUSE, COAL SHED, & CHICKEN PEN, Robert L. Tefertillar
RAMBLING RUDY REMEMBERS, Rudy Phillips
BOB HASTINGS
BARE PHOTOGRAPHS FROM WAYNE COUNTY, ILLINOIS
RABBIT SOUP, Kestner Wallace
MADSTONES REVISITED, Jim Craig
EARTHQUAKE AT THE WEST-1811, P.M. Devens
EARTHQUAKE UPDATE, Center Pages
OZARK ECHOES
WOODEN SKATES, Virgil O. Palmer
GAME BAG, AND CREEL, Roy Wasson
CLEM
MIRROR ON THE WALL, Mildred B. McCormick
5 BY DUNPHY, John J. Dunphy

VOL. 3, NO. 2
SPRINGHOUSE INK
AUNT KITTY & UNCLE JACK, John M. Brewer
EIGHT BY DUNPHY, John J. Dunphy
WHEN CONQUERING THE WEST, Anonymous
BOB HASTINGS
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
THE SIMPLE LIFE, Virgil O. Palmer
BLOOD-STOPPING, John J. Dunphy
QUERIES
ILLINOIS: A TRIANGLE ON A POINT, Irving Dilliard
OZARK ECHOES
JIM CRAIG'S SPRING CALENDAR & ALMANAC
CHERRY STREET HOOLIGANS, Robert L. Tefertillar
EASTER AT BALD KNOB - 1938, Lee Margaret Trobaugh
MY LAST MULE RIDE, Kestner Wallace
THE CONTEST, Ronald D. Reed

VOL. 3, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
MARKETING CORN BY THE JUG, Robin F. Ledbetter
THE NIGHT THE STARS FELL, Helen Lind
SALT PRODUCTION IN SO. IL, Helen W. Linsenmeyer-Keyser
OZARK ECHOES
GIMME THAT OLD TIME RADIO, Robert L. Tefertillar
JIM CRAIG'S ALMANAC & CALENDAR
QUERIES
SAMPSON GOES TO CHURCH, Kestner Wallace
PETERS CREEK CHURCH, Virgil O. Palmer
OUR REDEEMER LUTHERAN CHURCH, Mildred B. McCormick
THE BAGPIPE, THE BULL AND THE DOG, Ronald D. Reed

VOL. 3, NO. 4
SPRINGHOUSE INK
FIELDS OF GOLD, Ronald D. Reed
MYSTERY PHOTOGRAPH
PRINCESS OF THE FIFTH GRADE, Cliff Mrazek
GUNFIGHT AT 14th, Robert L. Tefertillar
REFLECTIONS OF THE PAST, Kestner Wallace
MILES' TOMB, Ron Stellhorn
PHANTOM FUNERAL PROCESSION, John J. Dunphy
JIM CRAIG'S CALENDAR AND ALMANAC
BOB HASTINGS
OZARK ECHOES
SEARCH FOB ASA'S FOOTPRINTS, Ronald D. Reed
BLACK DAY IN JOHNSTON CITY, Pearl Roberts
UNCLE RILE AND AUNT JODIE, Virgil 0. Palmer

VOL. 3, NO. 5
SPRINGHOUSE INK
THE BLUE GOOSE, Mildred B. McCormick
THE FUNERAL, Robin F; Ledbetter
INDIAN PIPES, Kathy Phelps
AUTUMN SCENES, Gene Flowers
REMEDIES, SAYINGS, SUPERSTITIONS, Mildred B. McCormick
TARZAN OF CROOKED CREEK, Robert L. Tefertillar
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
BOB HASTINGS
SINISTER PLANTS AND NATURE'S SPIRALS, John W. Voigt
RAWHIDE CHRONICLES
PONDERINGS, Ronald Reed
THE PROMISED LAND, Kenneth D. Grain
JIM CRAIG'S SUMMER AND AUTUMN CALENDAR
OZARK ECHOES
THE ALTON MUMMY, John J. Dunphy
THE GHOST OF JULIE MAE, Kestner Wallace
THE SILVER PLATTER, Cliff Mrazek
COUNTY COURTHOUSE, Harold Ray Hartley
JOURNEY'S END, Virgil O. Palmer

VOL. 3, NO. 6 (Out of Print)
SPRINGHOUSE INK
DIM AND THE SUGAR CREEK MUD TURTLES, John Knoepfle
UP THE CREEK WITH ONE PADDLE. Kenneth D. Grain
AUTUMN SIGNALS WINTER'S APPROACH. John W. Voigt
IDENTIFICATION OF ILLINOIS RAPTORS
OLD ROSICLARE FLUORSPAR MINE. P. Stunson Piety
BOB HASTINGS
POEM. David Breeden
PONDERINGS. Ronald D. Reed
JIM CRAIG'S FALL AND WINTER CALENDAR
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, by Dixie Terry
POEMS. David Gross
OZARK ECHOES
1 OR THE BIRDS.
THE UNFORGETTABLE CHRISTMAS, Lee Margaret Trobaugh
BRINGING HOME THE BACON, Kestner Wallace
POEM. David Breeden
THE ELECTIONN, Virgil O. Palmer
MISTLETOE AND ITS CHRISTMAS TRADITION, Lawrence P. Stritch
POEMS, Barney Bush
SODOM'S SCHOOL, 1914

1987

VOL. 4, NO.1 (Out of Print)
SPRINGHOUSE INK
DEATH SENDS FOR THE DOCTOR, Darcy O'Brien
POEM, Harold Ray Hartley
VAL'S IRON BOUND EAR OF CORN, Cyril Barton
OZARK POEMS, Ben J. Brinkley
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
SITTING UP WITH A SICK FRIENDS, Wm. V. Burgess
BOB HASTINGS
THE MYSTERY OF FEATHER CROWNS, John J. Dunphy
POEM, Ben J. Brinkley
MEN WILL ALWAYS BE BOYS, Kenneth R. Grain
OZARK ECHOES
ILLOINOIS RAPTORS
48 HOUR PINOCHLE GAME, Robert L. Tefertillar
DRAWING OF LUSK TAVERN, Roscoe Misselhorn
THROUGH DEATH ALIVE, Woodrow Russell McDowell
A TRIP TO THE GAP, Kestner Wallace
POEM, David Gross
NOT WIHTHOUT HONOR..., J.W. Buel, Mildred B. McCormick
LITTLE EGYPT REVISITED, Jim Craig

VOL. 4, NO. 2
SPRINGHOUSE INK
BIG MUDDY MONSTER, Helen W. Linsenmeyer-Keyser
COIFFING IN THE LATE THIRTIES, Eva Baker Watson
BOB HASTINGS
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
UNCLE BILLY AND MADAM, John M. Brewer
DIM AND THE KITTEN, John Knoepfle
WHAT IS A FILLING STATION?, Beth Stalions Harrison
PONDERINGS, Ronald D. Reed
THE ILLINOIS PRAIRIE, 1844, John W. Voigt
OZARK ECHOES
MAN FROM THE SPANISH WAR, Mary Hartwell Catherwood
JOURNEY OF THE PASTIME, 1905, Mildred B. McCormick
IN SEARCH OF H. ALLEN SMITH, Larry Underwood
COONS AND COWS. Kenneth D. Grain
BOOK REVIEW, Irving Dilliard
GENTLEMAN GIANT, John J. Dunphy
POEM. Paul E. Stroble
POEM, T. Mike Gannon
SITES FOR SPRING WILDFLOWERS, Robert H. Mohlenbrock

VOL. 4, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
CHERRY STREET MARBLE BARON, Robert L. Tefertillar
COVERED WAGON TO SCHOOL, Eva Baker Watson
BOB HASTINGS
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW. Dixie Terry
POEM. David Gross
STORY OF POTTS INN. Darcy O'Brien
WASHINGTON COUNTY WITCH, John Dunphy
TRAGEDY AT MCBRIDE SCHOOL, Ron Stellhorn
POPE COUNTY'S MYSTERY WOMAN, Mildred B. McCormick
OLD PHOTOGRAPH
DIM AND THE UFO. John Knoepfle
OZARK ECHOES
SLAIN IN SHAWNEETOWN, Edward Hines
BACK TO THE PROMISED LAND, Kenneth D. Cram
OZARK IMAGES

VOL. 4, NO. 4
SPRINGHOUSE INK
1988

VOL. 5, NO.1
SPRINGHOUSE INK
FLIGHT OVER LITTLE EGYPT, G. Edgar Hall
THE BIG JUMP, Paul E. Stroble
THE WAY WE WERE, Mildred B. McCormick
AMOS, Kestner Wallace
MR. LINCOLN; A FAILURE?, Larry Underwood
STORY OF THE EDWARDS FAMILY, William M. Ashley
REV. DAWG GETS A DOCTORATE, Bob Hastings
AUNT MURIEL'S SECOND HOBBY, Loeta Reeder Tucker
BUG-HOUSE CLOTHES, John M. Brewer
OZARK ECHOES
MYSTIC KNIGHTS OF THE BRUSH, Joseph "Toby" Heiligenstein
DIM NAMES THE STRANGERS. John Knoepfle
NATURE'S TRAVELLING ROADSHOW, John W. Voigt
PUPPY DOG LOVE OF BOBBIE LEE, Robert L. Tefertillar
INDIANS AND PIONEERS ALONG THE OHIO, Darrel Dexter

VOL. 5, NO. 2
SPRINGHOUSE INK
HNTITTED. Jason Scott Steele
ON "DECKERATION DAY," Paul E. Stroble
OF MOUNTAINS AND MUSIC IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, David C. Thomas
THE LEVEE, Paul E. Stroble
HOT COFFEE, WARM MEMORIES. Suri Brouillette
DIM AND THE FIVE-MILE WORM. John Knoepfle
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
POPE COUNTY: AGE OF SAIL?, Bill Carr
PLANTING BY THE SIGNS. John Dunphy
TRUE FISH STORY. Essie Gullett
ONE NIGHT ON A RIVER. Harold Ray Hartley
ME AND JIGGS, Beth Stalions Harrison
GRANDPA DRANK HIS FOOT MEDICINE. Nancy Gill Hatstenberg
SEASON OF SORROW, Mildred B. McCormick
OZARK ECHOES
PRETTY BUTTERFLY/BUZZLES, Joyce Brown
BUS TRIP TO BLUESVILLE, Bob Hastings
STRUGGLE FOR WEALTH. Jim Craig
WABASH RIVER RESCUE. G. Edgar Hall
HANGING OF CHARLIE BIRGER
NUMBER ONE PASTIME. Robin F. Lcdbetter
BEST HIDING PLACE ON THE FARM, A.E. Lucas
LETTER FROM A SUBSCRIBER, Dr. Leo D. Cruthers

VOL. 5, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
WORM'S EYE VIEW, Helen Linsenmeyer-Keyser
THE RAINMAKER, A. E. Lucas
PONDERINGS, Ronald D. Reed
SUMMERTIME AND BARE FEET, Paul E. Stroble
DECLARATION OF PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY, Danny Cox
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
HUNTING WITH KENNETH CHADS
PIE SUPPER AT ROCK QUARRY, Essie Gullett
SCOTCH JIMMY AND THE MYSTERIOUS NOTE, John Dunphy
TODAY IS TOMORROW'S YESTERDAY, John W. Voigt
SEASON OF SORROW, Mildred B. McCormick
OZARK ECHOES
OF JUMBO AND THE QUEEN'S PEARL
MOUSE HENGE, John Knoepfle
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
OLD TOM HIGGINS, Indian Fighter
H.L. VON LIENEN, Photographer

VOL. 5, NO. 4
SPRINGHOUSE INK
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS DREAMLAND OR WHAT?
WILDFIRE ON BRUSH MOUNTAIN, A.E. Lucas
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
PROHIBITION DAYS IN CRAB ORCHARD, John M. Brewer
DIM'S CATALOG OF DUST. John Knoepfle
THE STONEWALL DISASTER, Larry Underwood
SEASON OF SORROW, Mildred B. McCormick
RAWHIDE CHRONICLES
OZARK ECHOES
ILLINOIS JOURNEY – 1822, Christiana Holmes Tillson
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
GROWING UP IN COLUMBIA, MO, Marilyn Kaytor
POEMS, David Gross
SPINNING AND SPEEDING, John W. Voigt
RIPROARIOUS FIGHT ON THE MISSISSIPPI

VOL. 5. NO. 5
SPRINGHOUSE INK
THE HELLWAIN, A.K Lucas
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS DREAMLAND OR WHAT?
IF THE LORD WILLS, Paul E. Stroble
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
"GHOULIES AND GHOSTIES..", Larry Underwood
TWO RARE GHOST STORIES, Frank Spitler/Henry Dan Piper
RAWHIDE CHRONICLES
NOVEMBER, John J. Dunphv
SEASON OF SORROW, Mildred B. McCormick
THE HANNIBAL FROGS, John Knoepfle
OZARK ECHOES
MR. FELDMAN'S POSTAL SAVINGS. Clarence See Smith
WRITING FEATURES, Carl R. Baldwin
NATURE'S ANTIQUES. John W. Voigt
TINYBURG TALES. Bob Hastings
GENUINE RED RYDER 1.000 SHOT CARBINE. Robert L. Tefertillar
A TASTE OF NEW MOLASSES, Kestner Wallace
SPRINGHOUSE SPHINX

VOL. 5. NO. 6
SPRINGHOUSE INK
A CHRISTMAS "TAIL", G. Edgar Hall
THE CHRISTMAS THE REAL, SANTA CAME, Ruth A. Hall
CCC CAMP, ELDORADO
MATTRESS RELIEF, Clarence See Smiih
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW Dixie Terry
SHEEP PRODUCTION. John Knoepfle
COUSIN BUD AND THE WIDOWMAKER, A E. Lucas
NEW YEAR'S DAY IN OLD SOUTHERN ILLINOIS. John Dunphv
SEASON OF SORROW. Mildred B. McCormick
BARROW PIT, Paul F. Stroble
OZARK ECHOES
BROTHERHOOD OF CUTTHROATS, Richard Lee Mason
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
SANTA CLAUS WORE BLUE-AND-WHITE, Carl R. Baldwin
SPRINGHOUSE SPHINX
1989

VOL. 6, NO. 1
SPRINGHOUSE INK
IRISH MAGIC IN OLD SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, John J. Dunphy
A ROSE IN LITTLE EGYPT, Darcy O'Brien
SHALL WE GATHER AT THE RIVER, Clarence See Smith
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
THE WALL, John J. Dunphy
THE STORY OF BUCKSKIN NATHAN, A.E. Lucas
SEASON OF SORROW, Mildred B. McCormick
CCC MEMORIES, Bernard C. Taylor
OZARK ECHOES
THE PERFECT CRIME
BROTHERHOOD OF CUTTHROATS, Richard Lee Mason
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
AUVE WITH LUNG CANCER, Glenn J. Twist

VOL. 6, NO. 2
SPRINGHOUSE INK
THE INTRUDER, O. Edgar Hall
THE DAY HICKOK DIED, Larry D. Underwood
CONCERNING THE CALABOOSE, Gary D. Tanner
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
THE TALKING TWO-HEADED CALF, A.E. Lucas
MEAN TRAIL OUT OF SHAWNEETOWN, Noah Ludlow
COLLEGE IN THE HILLS, Mildred B. McCormick
OZARK ECHOES
TAKE UP AND READ, Paul E. Stroble
HAiku, John Dunphy
CAMP WATERLOO, Ron Stellhorn
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
DUNKING AT CRAB ORCHARD CREEK, Marilyn Ogden
THE MEASLES EASTER, Lee Margaret Trobaugh

VOL. 6, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
WHAT IS A WITCH'S LADDER?, John J. Dunphy
ON THE WINGS OF THE MORNING, Kestner Wallace
MEAL UNFIT FOR A KING, Joe Aaron
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
THE RADIO SHACK IN THE WILDWOOD, A.E. Lucas
OLD DAGUERREOTYPE, Paul E. Stroble
THE RAWHIDE CHRONICLES
I VISITED WING SHOOTER'S HEAVEN, Kenneth D. Gain
VOL. 6, NO. 4
SPRINGHOUSE INK
MEMORABLE FEAST, Marilyn Ogden
A HAUNTING IN LITTLE EGYPT, Thereia Piper Glover
THREE HAiku, John J. Dunphy
CATFISH GARDENING, John Knoepfle
POEMS, David Grott
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
HEARTBREAK FISHERMEN, Kenneth D. Grain
BEYOND TEN MILE CHURCH, Joe Aaron
POVERTY'S MONUMENT: THE POORHOUSE, Mildred B. McCormick
AFTER SEVENTY YEARS, Paul E. Stroble
"Mischief At the Old Swimming Hole, A.E. Lucas
THE GOAT, PATSY, AND ME, Robert L. Tefertillar
OZARK ECHOES
THE HARPES, James Hall
THE HARPES, Otto A. Rothert
THE HARPES, Sharon R. Huffstutler ONeal
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
THE FARMER AND THE CURIOUS CRUCIFER, Jim Craig
MEMORIES: THE BARN, Marie Coclusane

VOL. 6, NO. 5
SPRINGHOUSE INK
LIMERICK, Clarence See Smith
SLITHERING REVENGE, G. Edgar Hall
GHOSTS OF THE SHOW ME STATE, John I. Dunphy
ARNOLD VIEW GRADE SCHOOL, John J. Brewer
AN EGYPTIAN HALLOWEEN, Robert L. Tefertillar
FIND YOUR OWN MONSTER, WORLD, Joe Aaron
MY BIG SPLASH, Kestner Wallace
JAMES A. ROSE, Mildred B. McCormick
THE REGULATORS AND FLATHEADS IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, James A. Rose
LAW AND ODORS, Clarence See Smith
DIM AND THE PHONE CALL, John Knoepfle
OZARK ECHOES
UNDER A GOBLIN MOON, A.E. Lucas
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
GHOST-STORIES, Charles Neely

VOL. 6, NO. 6
SPRINGHOUSE INK
ON STAGE AT BROWNFIELD, Eva Baker Watson
THE REGULATORS AND FLATHEADS, James A. Rose
TRIPPING OVER DOGS, John KnoepHe
CLOCKMAKER OF POSSUM RIDGE, Joe Aaron
SUNRISE AT WOODHENGE, John Dunphy
EVERYTHING WAS SAVED, Sallie Bristow
MY DAD'S NEW CUB, Mike Cannon
THE BEAR-WALKING, A.E. Lucas
THE CIVIL WAR IN EGYPT, Henry Dan Piper
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
GIVE, Joseph Varock
OZARK ECHOES
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
BROCKTON LOCKWOOD, RELUCTANT HERO, Gary DeNeal
BLACK GOLD AND LITTLE EGYPT, Robert L. Tefertillar
WHEN THE RAILROAD CAME TO POPE COUNTY, Mildred B. McCormick
SHAWNEETOWN, Elizabeth Lowe Parsons and William H. Brinkley

1990

VOL. 7, NO. 1
SPRIGHOUSE INK
OH, BROTHER, Kestner Wallace
WIND AND THE TOMCATS, John Knoepfle
POEM, Gary DeNeal
FREEDOM BECAME HIS PRISON, Joe Aaron
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
REQUIEM FOR THE PALISADES, John Dunphy
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
ON MILLSTONE KNOB, Charles F. Hammond
OZARK ECHOES
SNOW-STORM ON THE PRAIRIE
WHERE ILLINOIS BEGAN, Ron Stellhorn
TAKE IT SLOW, Paul E. Stroble
SALLY ANDERSON, Mildred B. McCormick
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
FIRST ANNUAL CHRISTMAS REPORT, Hez Rawhide
VOL. 7, NO. 2
SPRINGHOUSE INK
MAIL-ORDER COUNTRY!, Paul E. Stroble
YOU DADBLAMED WHIPPOORWILL!, Joe Aaron
THE DAY THE SOFT DRINK MAN CAME TO SCHOOL, Leon Anderson
THE VOICE IN THE WOODS, A.E. Lucas
POEMS, David Gross
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
THE FEMALE SEMINARY, Mildred B. McCormick
MORE THAN SNAPSHOTS
OZARK ECHOES
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
POPPY, Mary Dismukes
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
MY AMAZING JOURNEY, H. Rawhide

VOL. 7, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
SCHOOLDAYS, Marilyn Ogden
JESSIE AND THE MISSING TOOLS, A.E. Lucas
KASKASKIA CHURCH, Dorothy Dodson
IN WOMBLES BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
POEM, Chris Briddick
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
WE HAPPY FEW, Paul E. Stroble
SUMMER SCHOOLS. Mildred B. McCormick
WHAT'S IN A NAME, Beth Stations Harrison
MYSTERY IN A VACANT HOUSE, Joe Aaron
OZARK ECHOES
ANIMAL CRACKUPS, Carl R. Baldwin
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
OLD SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPH

VOL. 7, NO. 4
SPRINGHOUSE INK
SHOCKING BEHAVIOR, Kestner Wallace
ENCOUNTER WITH JESSE JAMES, Thomas Harold Mead
THE SMELL OF PAWPAWS, A.E. Lucas
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
IN WOMBLES BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
RURAL EDUCATION, Mildred B. McCormick
CHARLES "BLACKIE" HARRIS: THE GENTLE MAN, LaDonna Harrell Martin
AN ENIGMA, Gary DeNeal
OZARK ECHOES
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings

16
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Wattt
NEW LIGHT ON SMALLPOX ISLAND, John J. Dunphy
HOME REMEDIES, Leon Anderson

VOL. 7, NO. 5
SPRINGHOUSE INK
THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN OF LAKEY CREEK, Thomas Harold Mead
THE GHOSTS OF WEST FRANKFORT, G. Edgar Hall
WEST FRANKFORT'S PROUD OF MARGARET
TROB AUGH, Bob Hastings
MEMORIES REUVED, Kestner Wallace
CHARIVARI, Milch MoClintock
AN "ELFIN COINCIDENCE": THE PREVIEW OF BILLY POTTS, Trudy Drucker
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
PLANTED, Charles Dampeer
CALHOUN COUNTY'S YOUNG SHERIFF, Larry D. Underwood
OTE, C. Eugene Phillips
AUTUMN SECRETS, Paul E. Stroble
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
THE HAUNTED MILL ON CHESS CREEK, A.E. Lucas
THE WELL DIGGERS, Alvin H. Roberts
OZARK ECHOES
ENTREPRENUER, Jim Craig
PHOTOGRAPH OF FOOTPRINT ROCK, Charles F. Hammond
HIT WARR A WOLF, Barney Bush
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
ESSAY BY FRANK HARRIS

VOL. 7, NO. 6
SPRINGHOUSE INK
BROTHER ROY, C. Eugene Phillipt
OSCAR MICHEAUX, George W. May
SORT OF HAIKUS, Darcy O'Brien
1811:- "A TIME OF EXTRAORDINARIES," Mildred B. McCormick
EARTHQUAKE 1811-1812-SIX FIRST-HAND ACCOUNTS
EARTHQUAKE-THREE POEMS, Gary DeNeal
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
WOODNICH, FOR MY BROTHER, David Gross
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
FARM BOY'S CHRISTMAS, Carl R. Baldwin
TOYS, Charles Dampeer
ROBBS-THE MAN AND THE TOWN, Mildred B. McCormick
OZARK ECHOES
THE SILKWOOD INN, Ruby Henderson
GOSPEL QUARTETS, John M. Brewer
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
THE FALL, David Gross
SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPH-RUDEMENT, IL

1991

VOL. 8, NO. 1
SPRINGHOUSE INK
A TALE OF TWO REGIONS, Thomas E. Van Hyning
THE BELLS OF BURNT PRAIRIE, E. Eugene Phillips
TALK AT NIX/JUDY CEMETERY, Carl R. Baldwin
THE FRUIT OF THE VINE, Kestner Wallace
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
HIGH STAKES AT RIVERBOAT GAMBLING, John J. Dunphy
A YOUNG EGYPTIAN AND A PINCH BUG, Clarence See Smith
ILLINOIS "NATIVE" MOCK ORANGE, John E. Schwegman
FERNE CLYFFE UNADORNED, Roger Norton
MOTHER ROADS, Paul E. Stroble
OZARK ECHOES
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
MOVING OF SHAWNEETOWN, W.H. Brinkley
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
PETROGLYPH, Charles F. Hammond

VOL. 8, NO. 2
SPRINGHOUSE INK
SOME BACKGROUND, Ronald L. Nelson
TERROR ON THE FRONTIER, Wilson Thompson
BOX SUPPERS, E. Eugene Phillips
TO SAVE OUR RIVERS, Larry D. Underwood
TRENTON AND CANADA, Irving Dilliard
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
BOOKSELLER IN THE HILLS, Bob Hastings
I REMEMBER HAL W. TROVILLION, Ward K. Schori
BOOKS PUBLISHED BY HAL W. TROVILUON, Gordon Pruett
THE RUINS OF WOLF HOUSE, John J. Dunphy
OZARK ECHOES
OF MUDVILLE AND MUDDY, OF CASEY AND LEROY, Ben J. BrinUey
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
JOHN WHITE, NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER, John J. Dunphy

VOL. 8, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
FORBIDDEN FRUIT, C. Eugene Phillips
SAKES AUVE, Kestner Wallace
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
HOW CLEVER WE WERE
AN "A" FROM MR. CROWEL, G. Edgar Hall
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
OZARK ECHOES
BEAR STORY, Kenneth D. Grain
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
AN INCIDENT IN SHAWNEETOWN, Larry D. Underwood

VOL. 8, NO. 4
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
OHIO RIVER IN A BLUE MOON, James Ballowe
SPRINGHOUSE BOOK REVIEWS, John J. Dunphy
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Teny
SISTER DILLER AND ME, Kestner Wallace
REMEMBRANCE OF THE CIVIL WAR, Larry D. Underwood
JOHNNY CAME MARCHING HOME, Linda Richey
"ALBION, CHOWDER CAPITOL...", Floyd Hedge
CAST A LONG SHADOW, Ruth Seamands
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts
OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS, Ruth Report

VOL. 8, NO. 5
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
A TENNESSEE MYSTERY, Larry D. Underwood
THE JASMINE WOMAN OF THE MINERAL SPRINGS, John Dunphy
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
FERRY WAR, Mildred B. McCormick
LAWNS, CAGES OF DRUNKEN MONDEYS, ARCHAEOLOGY, Paul E. Stroble
JOHNNY CAME MARCHING HOME, Linda Richey
A NICKEL A LESSON, Rene Frick
THE STORY IN YOU, Bob Hastings
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts

VOL. 8, NO. 6
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
CRAB ORCHARD'S BEST IN BASEBALL, John M. Brewer
LOTTA FUN, Joe Aaron
THE CHRISTMAS ROSE, John J. Dunphy
POPE COUNTY’S PARTY ENDS, Eva Baker Watson
IN WOMBLE’S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
SUMMER STRESSES, Kestner Wallace
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
POEMS, by David Gross
THEY’RE STILL FIGHTING THE CIVIL WAR, Dixie Terry
W.S. MORRIS: CHRONICLER OF THE ILLINOIS 31ST VOLUNTEERS, Mildred McCormick
CIVIL WAR COMES TO WILLIAMSON COUNTY, John Y. Simon
TINYBURG TALES, Bob Hastings
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts

1992

VOL. 9, NO. 1
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
MELODIC VOICE RECALLS SHAWNEE HERITAGE, Bob Hastings
COUNTRY BOY, Kestner Wallace
IN WOMBLE’S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
DEER HUNTER’S DILEMMA, Kenneth D. Grain
COL. PLUG, Timothy Flint
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
SLAVERY IN POPE COUNTY, Mildred B. McCormick
THE HANGING OF THE NEGRO, John M. Belt
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT. W.C. Watts
POEM, John J. Dunphy

VOL. 9, NO. 2
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
HE HEARD THE ROAD CALLING, Bob Hastings
IN WOMBLE’S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
KING NEPTUNE, PORCINE PATRIOT, John J. Dunphy
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
IT WAS THE RIGHT THING TO DO, Eva Baker Watson
HOBO DAYS, George W. May
THE EAST ST. LOUIS RACE RIOT OF 1917, John J. Dunphy
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts

VOL. 9, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
TREASON IN THE LITERARY CLUB, Eva Baker Watson
BOYS, BOOZE AND A BUNKER, John M. Brewer
POEM, John J. Dunphy
THE LORE OF THE SOUTHERN ILLINOIS OZAR克斯, Clarence Bonnell
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
POEM, Ben J. Brinkley
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts

1993

VOL. 10, NO. 1
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
THE HENHOUSE, Gary D. Tanner
OAKS, John Schwegman
THE ORTHODOX CHURCH AT ROYALTON, Maurice Reidelberger
THINGS MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME, Ward K. Schori
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS, William D. Lake
ORDER OF THE PURPLE WOODPECKERS, G. Edgar Hall
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
THE MUSHROOM HUNTER, John Casey
RESEARCH ODDMENTS, Carl R. Baldwin
A CALL TO WORK, Ford Lewis
WILLIAMSON COUNTY VENDETTA, George W. Young
POEMS, Gary DeNeal
A NEW LIFE FOR THE SECOND READING BOOKSHOP, John J. Dunphy
THE STATION, Robert J. Hastings
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watts

VOL. 10, NO. 2
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
THE LIFE OF DR. J. FINLEY LOCKABY, Mildred B. McCormick
THE HANGING OF WILLIAM B. LEDBETTER: Three Accounts
GATTON HOUSE GHOSTS, William J. Furry
A GRAVE DANCERS REMINISCENCES, Stu Kainste
MEMORIES OF EUZABETHTOWN, Ryan Nelton
THOUGHTS ON AGING, Virgil 0. Palmer
AND BABY MAKES FOUR?, Maxine M. Hansen
THEY WERE DIFFERENT..., John Stahlman
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
THOSE COUGH DROP BROTHERS..., Paul Jones
SWIMMING THE OHIO, Clarence See Smith
THE HARBOR, Robert J. Hastings
DAD, John J. Dunphy
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watt
POEMS, David Gross
VOL. 10, NO. 3
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
THE HERALD-ENTERPRISE, Mildred B. McCormick
AWFUL SUSPENSE
SAM MASON: TWO ACCOUNTS
POEM, Gary DeNeal
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
SOME GREAT QUOTES
THE LEGEND AND LORE OF WEST-CENTRAL ILLINOIS, John J. Dunphy
ARMADILLOS: INVASION OR RETURN, Russell W. Graham
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
THE GARDEN, Bob Hastings
PLEASE, DADDY, TAKE US PARKING!, Christine Turpin Bramstedt
POEM, Robert D. Shrum
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, W.C. Watt

VOL. 10, NO. 4
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
THE HARDEN COUNTY INDEPENDENT, Mildred B. McCormick
SOMETHING TO REMEMBER, G. Edgar Hall
BOOKS, Paul E. Stroble
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
WHERE IS KASKASHA ISLAND?, Genevieve Ragsdale
POEM, Gary DeNeal
PROGRESS AND DECLINE IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS RIVER LITERATURE, Herbert K. Russell
GENEALOGY AND THE SENSE OF PLACE, Paul E. Stroble
HOEING AND MULLING, Ford Lewis
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
THE CAROUSEL, Bob Hastings
POEM, Harold Skelton
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, William Courtney Watts

VOL. 10, NO. 5
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
OLD PHOTOGRAPHS FROM HARDIN COUNTY, Mildred B. McCormick
GHOSTLY EXPERIENCES, Marie Coclême
THE INDIAN SPIRITS' REVENGE, John J. Dunphy
THE AX UNDER THE BED, Ford Lewis
IN WOMBLE'S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
NIGHT OF THE UFO, Marie Cochrane
THE STORY OF A COAL MINER, Mildred B. McCormick and Joseph Garvon Crabb
BOOKS, Paul E. Stroble
THE DISTRESS OF SNEEZE BLESSINGS, Ernest A. Reeves
FURNITURE AND FUNERALS, Clarence See Smith
REMEMBERING THE CHARIVARI, Edna Diefenbach
POEM, Ben J. Brinkley
ALL WEATHER ROADS. ...THE PLAYACTORS, Charless Caraway
THE WALL, Bob Hastings
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Tarry
SOME GREAT QUOTES
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, William Courtney Watts

VOL.10 NO.6
SPRINGHOUSE INK
OZARK ECHOES
PROFILE OF A BACKWOODSMAN, Charless Caraway
A GIFT FROM JOE, Marie Chohrane
AND OLD LOG HOUSE IN HARDIN COUNTY
PIioneer BOTANISTS, John W. Schwegman
POEM, Gary DeNeal
BOOKS, Paul E. Stroble
ART IMITATING LIFE
FROM MY KITCHEN WINDOW, Dixie Terry
TRUE GRITS – YOU GOTTA LEARN TO LIKE ‘EM, Ernest A. Reeves
A GREEN RIVER, Bob Hastings
IN WOMBLE’S BLUE SHADOW, Judy DeNeal
THE STORY OF URIAH BELFORD, Mildred B. McCormick
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS, Paul E. Stroble
CHRONICLES OF A KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT, William Courtney Watts

The following (1994 to 2003) are abbreviated contents as published on the Springhouse Web Site

1994

Vol.11 No.1 Pope County English; Village Bee Man; Life on Dye Street
Vol.11 No.2 Omen; County Store; Hummingbirds
Vol.11 No.3 Old Home Church; High Noon in Nashville; Flight to Freedom
Vol.11 No.4 Tale of Indian Lydia; Rattler in the Hollow Tree; Angels of Cairo
Vol.11 No.5 The Killing of Banks Finch; The Message; Hall-Bramlet Meteorite
Vol.11 No.6 Too Wet to Plow; Friends to Humanity; Impatience

1995

Vol.12 No.1 The Spoon; Illinois Pioneer Days; Rebel Without Applause
Vol.12 No.2 Murder at Midnight; Hills of Little Hardin; Emancipation Baptist Churches
Vol.12 No.3 Significance of Pope County Names; Bull on the Loose; Death of Father
Vol.12 No.4 Wild Roses; Eighth of August; Elijah Lovejoy: Abolitionist Martyr
Vol.12 No.5 West “By God” Virginia; Strange Phenomena; My Blind Grandmother
Vol.12 No.6 The Rebel Writes Again; Terror on the Prairie; The Gregorys of Pope County

1996

Vol.13 No.1 Yaller Dog Flour; The Donner Party; Our Natural Heritage
Vol.13 No.2 Endangered Orchid Recovery; Sarah Lusk; Points of Inspiration
Vol.13 No.3 Castle on the Hill; Leaners; Flood of Shawneetown
Vol.13 No.4 Nature’s Icebox; Picking Cotton; Critique of Robert Stroud Literature
Vol.13 No.5 Mary Trovillion Musgrave; Root Diggers; Ball Lightning
Vol.13 No.6 Mystery of Mountain Township; Dark Chapter; Case of Kidnapping

1997

Vol.14 No.1 Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; An Era Passed – Frank P. Skaggs, III; The Sting of the “Yellow Jacket,” – Milo Erwin; Milo Erwin – Helen Sutt Lind; From My Kitchen Window – Dixie Terry; Uncle Bob Wilson; Great-grandmother Danced With Lincoln – Ralph S. Harrelson; A Mystery – compiled by Ronald L. Nelson & Gary DeNeal; Faulkner Discovery; A Spooky Night in Johnson Co. – Bob Hastings; 1996 Springhouse Index; Did Lincoln Visit Fort Massac? – George W. May; Hog Butchering Time – Paul Jones; Life in the White House in the Time of Lincoln – John Hay; Some Thoughts on the Book of Samuel – David A. Bishop; Concerning the Flight of the Hawks
Vol.14 No.2 Granger-Crenshaw Update; Dad and the Storm Cellar; Battle Against Slavery
Vol.14 No.4 Birth of the Blues; The Deal Brothers; Murder on the Mountain
Vol.14 No.5 Fishhead; Barney, Town Drunk; My Story
Vol.14 No.6 My Life in Egypt; Slave or Free?; Saturday Matinee

1998

Vol.15 No.1 Ludicrous Occurrence; Night Express; Remembering Brann
Vol.15 No.2 Sturdivant, Counterfeiter; Window into Yesterday; Folklore of Monk’s Mound
Vol.15 No.3 Voices of Night; Boy of 1917-1918; Early Illinois Politics
Vol.15 No.4 Judge Andrew D. Duff; Egypt; Jefferson County Was Crawling with Serpents
Vol.15 No.5 Murderers at the Inn; Schoolhouse Ghost; Goldenrod Wedding
Vol.15 No.6 Of Cabbage Snakes and John A. Murrell; Culture Shock; The Preacher’s Tale

1999

Vol.16 No.1 Soap Opera on the Wabash; Frontier Life; Behind the Legends of Ford’s Ferry
Vol.16 No.2 Attacked by Wild Hogs; Me and My Shadow; Lincoln Eulogy
Vol.16 No.3 Diaries of Ahart S. Harsha; Fighting Egyptians; The Haunted Man
Vol.16 No.4 Rose Hotel of Elizabethtown; Doctor Anna and Judge Hall; The Polling Place
Vol.16 No.5 Saga of Alex Frailey; Recollections of John Johnson; Trip to Tipton
Vol.16 No.6 Belinda Grey; Fiddlers of the Ozarks; Remarkable Cave

2000

Vol.17 No.1 Kincaid; Duct Tape Artist Tapes On; Most Unnecessary Henry
Vol.17 No.2 My Theory; My Friend, the Murderer; Justice in Olden Days
Vol.17 No.3 100th Issue: Compilation of Best Articles from Years Past
Vol.17 No.4 Boy of Battle Ford; Trains and Strawberries; Breaking News from Back When
Vol.17 No.5 Country Store in 2000; Uninvited Guests; Americana
Vol.17 No.6 Murder of John Worthington; Pine Tree Memorial; Brief Sketches

2001

Vol.18 No.1 College in the Hills; Ohio River Flatboat; Remarkable Chase
Vol.18 No.2 Violent Career of John L. Jackson; Frontier Tales; Col. Hayward’s Circus
Vol.18 No.3 My First Car; My Father’s Songs; Snakeman Takes a Ride
Vol.18 No.4 How Egypt Lost its Clout; Dr. Roe’s “Lost” Novel; Vortex
Vol.18 No.5 Vortex Revisited; WSIL; Brothers Notorious
Vol.18 No.6 D. L. Duty; Pennycent’s Painting Returns; Hite Green of Pope County

2002

Vol.19 No.1 Kwee Koo; Nettle Bottom Memories; Up From Slavery
Vol.19 No.2 Alan Bane; Old Fort Shipley; Ku Klux Klan in Southern Illinois
Vol.19 No.3 New Coin Needed; He Thought He Was Tom Sawyer; Down the Ohio
Vol.19 No.4 Woodbox Gang; Silent Source of Bloody Williamson; Log Cabin Memories
Vol.19 No.5 What’s a Smokehouse?; Bears and Vines; Duff, the Counterfeiter
Vol.19 No.6 Persuading God Back to Herrin; Haunted Book Store; Gentleman from Indiana

2003

Vol.20 No.1 The Final Rebellion; Thomas Rodney’s Journal; Hanging of Alex King
Vol.20 No.2 Old Bill Potts; Daughters of the Pioneers; Boom and Bust in Grand Tower
Vol.20 No.3 Country Boy; Hanged at Shawneetown; Darkness of Egypt
Back to a more complete listing of Table of Contents Pages, (2003 Continued).

2003 Vol. 20, No.4: Rebel's Return; Illinois Earthquake of 1811 and 1812, Daniel Berry; Excitement on Big Creek, Kestner Wallace; The Pioneer and His Environment, Charles B. Johnson; Ye Pioneer's Wild Strawberries, S.C. Mercer; Memoirs of Elder J.W. Crewdson, Doris Nelson; The Jumping-Off Place, Thomas Hall Shastid; The First Bell, James Hall; The Scariest Night of Our Lives, Rene Frick; Touching a Cloud, Brian DeNeal

2003 Vol. 20, No. 5: Wild Man of the Woods, 1883 reprint; Sunday Afternoons in Old Shawneetown, William Searles; The Young Missionary and the Robber, Rev. James P. Finley; Dr. Christian A. Genius, Thomas Hall Shastid; Leon Senter and His Goat, 1905 reprint; Legend of Johnny Thistleseed, Rebel Without Applause (Rawhide); Passenger Pigeon, John James Audubon; Joy of Flood, Dateline Pulaski County; Reminiscences, G. W. Chesley McCoy; Myths of Camp River Dubois, John Dunphy

2003 Vol. 20, No. 6: Long Way Home; Extreme Catfishing - Ryan Nelson; Sorghum - Krista Farmer and Mack Farmer; The Story Behind the Story - Taylor Pensoneau; Hosea Pierce; Brother Jay Bird and Brother Chin Whiskers - Kestner Wallace; Concerning a Certain Judge; Cuff Links - Rebel Without Applause; Tragedy of John Aiden; Breaking News from Back When; Milo Erwin - Helen Sutt Lind; Of Criminals - Milo Erwin; Frontier Justice - William Henry Milburn

2004-2005 – NOTE: Publisher, Gary DeNeal, no longer correlates the volume number with a calendar year. For reference the years have been added.

2004

2004 Vol. 21, Nos. 1, 2, 3 (3-in-1 issue $18.00): Story of Hal Bishop - Brocton Lockwood; Indian Hunter - Eliza Cook; Indian Hater - Herbert Russell; Cache River Massacre in Context - Gillum Ferguson; "Old Par" of Indiana (from Illinois Monthly Magazine 1831); Another Eldorado Story - Brian DeNeal; Rebel Writes Again - Rebel Without Applause; Hell's Neck Feud - Gary Hacker; Actors in the Wilderness - Noah Ludlow; Super Fox - Ryan P. Nelson; Runaway Balloon - (from Illinois State Historical Society - 1922); Crossing Southern Illinois in 1821 - William Searles; Elsah: Past and Present - John Dunphy; Hell on the Ohio - (from the Chicago Times 1879); Breaking News From Back When - Saline County Register, 1904; Lonnie Hyden and Me - Kestner Wallace; Whip-Poor-Will - A.M. Machar; Crash of the C-47 - William V. Burgess; Bloody Vendetta - Milo Erwin; Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry

2004 Vol. 21, Nos. 4 & 5 (2 Issues in one, $12.00): Shaking Hands with Life - Roger K. Lyons; A Kid in Belleville - Taylor Pensoneau; Marion Remembered - Thomas Hall, Shastid; Guardian Angel - Broton Lockwood; Hero or Hellion? - David Brady and William Furry; Poem - William Furry; The Beginning of Harrisburg - Oliver W. Furguson; George, Fred, and Fannie - Kestner Wallace; Ozark Tales - Walter S. Stevens; Two Farmers - William Searles; The Bloody Vendetta - Milo Erwin; J.D.F. Jennings and Son Al - Al Jennings; Poem - Ben J. Brinkley; Prayer for Rattlesnakes; Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry

2005

2005 Vol. 22, No. 1: (Published June 2005) Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Dog Days, Hazel Greene, Esq.; Pranks of the Heart, Kestner Wallace; Hunting Among Early Pioneers; Purdy One-Room Schoolhouse, Herbert Russell & Adrienne Barkley Giffen; Concerning Jeremiah Birk; Where the Trail Divided, William Searles; Crime in Pulaski County, N. R. Casey; Kentucky Sports, John James Audubon; From My Kitchen Window, Dixie Terry; Early Society in Southern Illinois, Robert W. Patterson; Strange Mental & Physical Phenomena, Henry Howe; Origin of Camp Meetings, Nathan Bangs; The Fanatical Pilgrims, Timothy Flint


2005 Vol. 22, No. 3: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; My Mockery Brought on the Big Storm - Brian DeNeal; Rebel Without Applause; River Boats Carried Pioneers - William Searles; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; John Grammer - H.C. Bradby, Esq.; Bluff of Old Town Holds a Mystery - Brian DeNeal; Love, Land and Sea - Kestner Wallace; Premonition of Death - Ken Harrelson; Save Justice - David M. Brady; Sketches from Alexander, Union & Pulaski - H. C. Bradby, Esq.

2005 Vol. 22, No. 4: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; James Hall at Shawneetown - William Searles; Ivory-Billed Woodpecker - Alexander Wilson; The Jumping Off Place - Thomas Hall Shasted; Mike Fink - Timothy Flint; Make it Short Please - Paul E. Jones; Rebel Without Applause; English Settlement in Edwards County - George Flower; George Devol, Mississippi River Gambler - George Devol; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Garden of the Gods Makes You Young - Brian DeNeal

2006

2006, Vol. 22, No. 5: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Straw Gang, - Ryan P. Nelson; Poems - David Gross; Early Farming Days in Pulaski County - George W. Endicott; Frontier Desperadoes; Rebel Without Applause; The Pestilence - A Frontier Sketch - Eliza W. Farnham; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Ogilvie's Adventure - Freeman Hunt; English Settlement in
Edwards County, Part II - George Flower; Married to a Farmer - Anonymous; Jefferson County Memories - Russell Pasley


2006, Vol. 23, No. 2: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Rebel Without Applause; Big Saline United Baptist Church - Photograph - Charles Hammond; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; English Settlement in Edwards County, Part V - George Flower; The Last Rampage of The Terrible Harpe - E. Don Harpes; Roughhewn: Earthquake Days - H.C. Bradsby, Esq.

2006, Vol. 23, No. 3: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes (Omitted this issue); Lady of Mounds - Lois Fowler Barrett; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; English Settlement in Edwards County, Part VI - George Flower; Caught In The Blindfold - Brian DeNeal; The Golden Shadow - Gary DeNeal; E. Don Harpe - E. Don Harpe; Arkansassy and Illinoisy - Josiah H. Shinn; Summer - Paul E. Stroble; Remembering Judge Lewis - William B. Lewis; A Foal Named Ginger - Sue Glasco; Rebel Without Applause; And many photographs

2006, Vol. 23, No. 4: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; English Settlement in Edwards County, Part VII - George Flower; Aunt Babe and the Battle of Camden - William R. Carr; The Alligator That Smokes a Pipe - John J. Dunphy; The Traveler - Brandi (Oliver) Drake; About Farming in Illinois - Robert G. Ingersoll; Indelible Art - Paul E. Stroble; Pope County Schools Circa 1900 - William V. Burgess

2006, Vol. 23, No. 5: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Autumnal Tales - Gary DeNeal; English Settlement in Edwards County, Part VIII - George Flower; To Autumn - John Keats; Pauper House Ghosts - Brian DeNeal; Abandoned Ohio Riverbed - William Searles; My Five Books - Paul E. Stroble, Mildred B. McCormick, William Searles, John J. Dunphy, Roger K. Lyons, Gordon Pruett, Herbert Russell; Southern Illinois Prospector in California Gold Fields - James Ferguson; Final Trip to Cave at Cave Hill - Brian DeNeal; Rebel Without Applause

2006, Vol. 23, No. 6: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Abandoned Ohio Riverbed II - William Searles; Five Books - Continued; English Settlement in Edwards County, Part IX - George Flower; Robert Owen's Grand Plan, Why It Failed - Wm. Searles; Autumnal Tales II - Gary DeNeal; Rebel Without Applause
2007


2007, Vol. 24, No. 2: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Illinois Chapter Trail of Tears Project - Cheryl Jett; Route 146 Designated Historic Trail of Tears Highway - Gary Hacker; Try Hiking - G. Edgar Hall; Thirty-two Miles in Twelve Hours - Brian DeNeal; Enjoy the National Forest a Different Way - William Searles; My Five Books - Continued; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; The UFO That Impersonated Venus - Bill Carr; History of the English Settlement, Part X - George Flower; Rebel Without Applause

2007, Vol. 24, No. 3: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Concerning Turkeys - Brian DeNeal; My Ragged Bliss, Rebel Without Applause; John Morelock & the American Conscience - David M. Brady; The McGuffey Readers - Hamlin Garland; Johnny Doe in a One-Room Rural School - William Searles; Hiking the River to River Trail - Brian DeNeal; History of the English Settlement, Part XI - George Flower; UFOs I've Known - William R. Tonso; 128th Illinois Infantry Regiment - Gillum Ferguson; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry

2007, Vol. 24, No. 4: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Fair But Fated Egypt - Paul Hull; The Hidden Scars of War - Kestner Wallace; Winstead Davie, Pioneer of Union County - Sue Clasco; The Trail of Tears in Western Pope County - William V. Burgess; The Buffalo in Illinois - William Searles; Illinois Wildlife, 1841 - William Oliver; History of the English Settlement, Part XII - George Flower; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry

2007, Vol. 24, No. 5: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Is Jean Lafitte Buried in Alton? - John Dunphy; Money, Horseflesh, and Adventure - Kestner Wallace; When Illinois Went to War - Raleigh Sutton; The Flood at Shawneetown - Frederick Howard Wines; Autumn is at Hand - Rebel Without Applause; Take Photographs, Leave Footprints - Brian DeNeal; Scenes Along the R2R Trail - Brian DeNeal; Stories of Southern Illinois Introduction - Gordon Pruett; Stories of Southern Illinois - Charles Tenney; Population Drain from Shawnee Hills Counties - William Searles; Americans in the Settlement of the Central West - Maylon Jones; History of the English Settlement, Part XIII - George Flower; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry

2007, Vol. 24, No. 6: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Keeping in Touch - Paul Stroble; Rufous Hummingbird - Brian DeNeal; Defending a Legend - Brocton Lockwood; Cahokia Mounds: America's Lost Metropolis - John J. Dunphy; A Lynching in Johnston City - Helen Lind; God Bless the Mountain People - Kestner Wallace; Christmas Memories - Don Floyd; The Prairies - William Cullen Bryant; Illinois Prairies & Farmers - William Searles; History of the English Settlement, Part XIII - George Flower; The Piasa Bird - Georgia McAdams Clifford; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry
2008

2008, Vol. 25, No. 1: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Memory Lapses - Paul Stroble; Memories of a Coal Mining Town - William Searles; Little League Manager - Lois Fowler Barrett; Harrisburg's Founding Fathers - Gillum Ferguson; Brooklyn, Ill., An Underground Railroad Town - John Dunphy; Granddaddy & Pony Boy - Kestner Wallace; Two Portraits of Lincoln - Wayne C. Temple; History of the English Settlement, Part XV - George Flower; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry


2008, Vol. 25, No. 3: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Rain Crow - John Burroughs; Don't Rob Another Man's Castle - Kestner Wallace; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Cairo, Battle of Belmont, and the Waif - H.C. Bradsby; Revisiting Peanuts - Paul Stroble; H. Allen Smith, an Annotated Bibliography - Ryan P. Nelson; Surely Smith Was Born Sometime - Ryan P. Nelson; Books by H. Allen Smith; French Lines on Illinois Maps - William Searles; Alton's Turner Hall - John J. Dunphy; Consider the Lotus at Crab Orchard, Edgar L. Dukes; History of the English Settlement, Last Chapter - George Flower

2008, Vol. 25, No. 4: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; I am Cherokee - Larry and Donna Mahan; Lest I Forget - Kestner Wallace; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Wide-Open Town of Benbow City - John J. Dunphy; A Little Mozart - Paul Stroble; Nike Missile Base at Pere Marquette Park - John J. Dunphy; History of Medical Practice in Illinois - Lucius H. Zeuch, M.D.; Do Animals Have Fun - Brian DeNeal; About Books - Gary DeNeal


2008, Vol. 25, No. 6: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; When the Shakers Came to Egypt - Gillum Ferguson; Duel at The Tower - Carl David Arfwedson; Swallowing an Oyster Alive - Solitaire; Trains, War, and Memories - Kestner Wallace; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; My Abbreviated List of What Matters - Rebel Without Applause; John Murrel & His Clan - Martha McCulloch-Williams; Lincoln and Vandalia - Paul Stroble; George Washington, Silas Hamilton - John J. Dunphy; Expected Destruction of the World - Hon. R. M. Devens; The Second Advent - Solitaire; A Partly Coon Dog Story - Anonymous; Return to Golconda
2009


2009, Vol. 26, No. 2: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Adrenalin - Lowell Fansler; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Frank James Visits Harrisburg - Gary DeNeal; The Tame Lion - Julian Street; Love and Cookies, II - Rebel Without Applause; Gift From the North - Clarence Bonnell; Oklahoma Bill - Kestner Wallace; On a January Afternoon - Larry & Donna Mahan; A Starry Night - Willis P. King, M.D.; Johnson County Remembers J.P. McEvoy - Gary Hacker; Life in the Backwoods - James B. Finley; Write It Down While You Can - Gary DeNeal


2009, Vol. 26, No. 4: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; The Quadroon Girl of Southern Illinois - J. G. Mulcaster; Brazilla & Mahala Silkwood Still Inspire - Sue Glasco; Before the Klan - Masatomo Ayabe; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; The Fight to Unionize Illinois Miners - John J. Dunphy; Neighbors Are Special - Gary DeNeal; Blessed Beyond Measure - Kestner Wallace; 100 Years in Illinois - John McLean, M.D. Chapters VII-VIII; Like Magic, Only More So - Rebel Without Applause

2009, Vol. 26, No. 5: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; On the Lookout for Deer - Brian DeNeal; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Nina - Ledford, Eagle Creek and Beyond - Kestner Wallace; Interview with a Ghost - Rebel Without Applause; First Newspapers of Illinois - William Searles; The Day John F. Kennedy Visited Harrisburg; The Prowling Monsters of the Greene Co. Desert - Calvin Tunnell; Another View of Lincoln - William R. Tonso; 100 Years in Illinois - John McLean, M.D.; Autumnnal Tales, III - Gary DeNeal; Virgil O. Palmer - Gary DeNeal; Opossum, Oh, Possum - Virgil O. Palmer; Christmas Eve, Downtown Chicago - Gary DeNeal

2010

2010, Vol. 26, No. 6: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Because It Is Bitter - Tom P. Martin; An Heirloom from Granny's Mountain Home - Charles M. Sutton; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Southern Illinois: Why the Scrutiny - John Griswold; Don't Mess With My Southern Illinois, Jeff Biggers; Blue Hills, Blue Shadows, Gary DeNeal; Chester Loomis' Journey, Transcribed & Introduced by - Paul Stroble; A Tale of Two Houses - Kestner Wallace; The Day
John F. Visited Harrisburg (Photo); Sam Davis 803 Chapter of the U.D. of C. - *John J. Dunphy*; 100 Years in Illinois - *John McLean, M.D.*; Ben J. Brinkley - *Gary DeNeal*; B.O.G. Club - *Rebel Without Applause*; Rugged Individualist - *Tom P. Martin*


2010, Vol. 27, No. 6: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Rebel Thinks Aloud - Rebel Without Applause; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Denny's Gift - Charles M. Sutton; Barefoot Preacher - Abraham Snethen; 100 Days of Summer, Conclusion - John J. Lesjack; Johnson's Lot - Kestner Wallace; Rhythm of a Southern Town - Tom Martin; Southern Illinois in the Civil War - Bluford Wilson; In the Thicket - Brian DeNeal; 100 Years in Illinois - John McLean, M.D.

2011

2011, Vol. 28, No. 1: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Pirates of Cave-in-Rock - Mark Wagner & Mary R. McCorvie; Shock of Wisdom, Snow on Bare Feet - Rebel Without Applause; Shawnee Pilgrimage - Tome Martin and William Hayes; Trading Days - Kestner Wallace; A Fable II - Anonymous; 100 Days of Summer, Conclusion - John J. Lesjack; A Few Words Concerning Cave-in-Rock - Gary DeNeal; 100 Years In Illinois - John McLean, M.D.; Fifty Years with Bench and Bar - Oliver A. Harker; The Housekeeper in Frontier Illinois - Virginia Miller Sickle; Danger! Monsters Maul - Rebel Without Applause; A Chance at the Detroit Tigers - Robert A Hill

2011, Vol. 28, No. 2: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Lost in Dreams - Tom Martin; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Taking Inventory - Rebel Without Applause; Rites of Spring - Brian DeNeal; Land Pirates - Mark J. Wagner & Mary R. McCorvie; Seven Die in Mine Disaster - Danny D. Standford; The Lure and the Lore of Egg Trees - John J. Dunphy; Michigan Memories - Kestner Wallace; 100 Years In Illinois - John McLean, M.D.; Conversation Oats? - Rebel Without Applause

2011, Vol. 28, No. 3: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Early Schools in Pope County - J.E.Y. Hanna; The Battle of Long Ridge - Gillum Ferguson; Rural Justice - Kestner Wallace; Documenting the Life of Charlie Birger - Rick Allen; Afternoon in Old Shawneetown - Gary DeNeal; 100 Years In Illinois - John McLean, M.D.; Mike Fink Remembered; Mike Fink Versus Peter Cartwright; Morning of the Meadowlark - Rebel Without Applause; Dreams Are Forever - Tom Martin; Maria Elena - Tom Martin; Fable III - Anonymous; Opening the Trunk - Brian DeNeal; Spring Floods 2011 - Brian DeNeal; Frank Copple - Charlotte Hartley

2011, Vol. 28, No. 4: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; July - William A. Quayle; After the Flood - Gary DeNeal; When Fads of the Fifties Made the Headlines - Gordon Pruett; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; A Doggone Good Lesson - Kestner Wallace; Men to Match My Mountains - Tom Martin; Cobden—As it Was - Grace Partridge Smith; After the Klan - Masatomo Ayabe; Secret Revealed: How James Earl Ray Got His Money - John J. Dunphy; Pondering the Imponderable - Rebel Without Applause; 100 Years In Illinois - John McLean, M.D.; The Execution? Photograph

2011, Vol. 28, No. 5: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Baptism - Tom Martin; Sundays At Hovel Sweet Hovel - Rebel Without Applause; Owls - Christopher North; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Illinois’ Rare Earth - Joe McFarland; The Hurlbut Saga Continues - John J. Dunphy; "Uncle Bob" Wilson - Gary DeNeal; Legends and Facts: Robert "Uncle Bob" Wilson - Mark J.

2012


2012 Vol. 29, No. 5: Springhouse Ink; Ozark Echoes; Who Will Be King of Saline? - Brian DeNeal; Entertainment and Amusement in Cairo 1844 to 1858 - Harold E. Briggs; Dan Rice of the One-Horse Circus: His Adventures in Arkansas; Fable IX, The Reader - Anonymous; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; The Drummer Boy of Shiloh - John J. Dunphy; Recalling the Passing - Kestner Wallace; About Wild Bill; Plainsman from Illinois - Clarence S. Paine; Maple Street, 1962 - William Furry; The Blue Ash Tray with the Crack Down the Middle - Rebel Without Applause

2012 Vol. 29, No. 6: Springhouse Ink; Cassette Tapes - Paul Stroble; A Few Words Concerning John A. Murrell; John Murrell and His Clan - Martha McCulloch-Williams; Folk Medicine in Southern Illinois - Dr. Ben Fox; People are Different - Kestner Wallace; Tom Dick Hill: The Story Behind the Name - Robert A. Hill; The Drama in Southern Illinois - Ray Stallings; Vachel Lindsay At 100 - Herbert K. Russell; Welcome to the AAAA & A - Rebel Without Applause; Fable X, Lost Among the Unfocused - Anonymous; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry

2013 Vol. 30, No. 1: Springhouse Ink; February and March - William A. Quayle; Southern Illinois in the Early 1840s - William Oliver; Bob and His Conscience - Kestner Wallace; A Madison County Soldier in Andersonville - John J. Dunphy; Pebbles to Bear - Rebel Without Applause; Frontiersman Described in Full - J. Hector St. John Crevecoeure; A Long Look Back at Cave Hill; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Jim Towns - Nellie Millikan; Winter

2013 Vol. 30, No. 2: Springhouse Ink; A Madison County Soldier in Virginia's Bloody Soil - John J. Dunphy; Elba, A Gallatin County Ghost Town - William Searles; George Harrison In Southern Illinois - William Furry; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Frontier Days in Illinois Territory: 1800-1805 - John Reynolds; Hillside Country Grocer - J. Robert Smith; To Whistle Or Not To Whistle; Politics of Years Ago - Kestner Wallace; The Rebel's Heavily Edited, Possibly Final Message; Going To Bed Before A Lady - "M"; A Tale of Two Books; Two Newspapers; Deadly White-Nose Syndrome Has Affected Illinois Bats - Brian DeNeal; The Future of Southern Illinois: A Prediction - Charles D. Tenney; Charles D. Tenny, the Man Behind the Words At Morris Library - Gordon Pruett

2013 Vol. 30, No. 3: Springhouse Ink; Two Outstanding Cowards of the Old West - Charles L. Youngblood; A Civil War Dog Tag - Herbert K. Russell; It's Either the Sun or an Orange Ball; Benld - Raleigh Sutton; My Beloved and Guiding Hand - Kestner Wallace; Lost and Found; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Elba, A Gallatin County Ghost Town, Part II - William Searles; Growing Up With Neil Diamond Songs - Paul Stroble; My Name is Ryan Nelson and I Have Cerebral Palsy - Ryan Nelson; The Art of Boring People On Purpose and Other Diversions - Rebel Without Applause; Eddie Allen; A Remarkable Achievement of Two Harrisburg Boys; The Heron Led The Way
2013 Vol. 30, No. 4: Springhouse Ink; Rude Boy from Rudiment; A Union Soldier Who Survived 19 Gunshot Wounds - John J. Dunphy; The Nightingale of Andover - William Furry; From Shawneetown to Elizabethtown - L. O. Trigg; In the Footsteps of Col. Trigg - Brian DeNeal; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Careless Prose and Proud of It - Rebel Without Applause; Dilettante; Final Saline Hanging - Brian DeNeal; Riches in Them Thar Hills - Kestner Wallace; Donating My Books - Paul Stroble; October Singer; Land of Passage - Tom Martin; Josiah Lamborn, Attorney General of Illinois, 1840-43 - Cornelius J. Doyle; Barbara Allen; Forts and Blockhouses of the War of 1812, Part Two - Gillum Ferguson

2014

2014 Vol. 30, No. 5: Springhouse Ink; Weather; What Made Abraham Lincoln So Famous? Robert A. Hill; Old Red Man - Roger K. Lyons; New School House was Dedicated; High School Girls Take a Long Hike; Percival Bailey Of Ol' Southern - Herbert Russell; At Long Last the Time For Half-Ghosts has Arrived - Rebel Without Applause; Tulagi - Tom Martin; Review of Picturing Illinois - Paul Stroble; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Personal Memories of 50 Years Ago - David Nelson; Excerpts From Conflicts and Triumphs of an Itinerant - T. W. Welker; Riches in Them Thar Hills - Kestner Wallace; Fehrler Lake's "Black Drink" Cup - Charles M. Sutton; Half Moon Lick - Charles M. Sutton; Playing Poker with the Elderly Elasser Sisters - Tom Martin; Wintry Words; Forts and Blockhouses of the War of 1812, Part Three - Gillum Ferguson

2014 Vol. 30, No. 6: Springhouse Ink; Miss Honeywell And The Power of Prayer - Tom Martin; Schools Then and Now - Kestner Wallace; Autumn Aphasia - Roger K. Lyons; Spoon River Anthology at 100 - Herbert Russell; Recipes for Living - Marian Harland; Francis Thompson - C. Lewis Hind; Legacy - Paul Stroble; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; The Obituary of a Former Slave - John Dunphy; Junk Stores I Have Known - Charlotte Hartley; The Contrabands - Raleigh Sutton; Letters From Illinois- Morris Birkbeck; The Rebel Stares at the Mirror - Rebel Without Applause; Frozen Shawnee - Brian DeNeal; Prairie Pirates - From History of Pike County Illinois; Forts and Blockhouses of the War of 1812, Part Four - Gillum Ferguson

2014 Vol. 31, No. 1: Springhouse Ink: The Spanking; John Murdick, Practical Joker; A Cave Boy Who Found Happiness When Marking; End of Illinos; Of Light Verse and Lightning; Possum Tales - Kestner Wallace; What? Is It Nearly Summer Already? - Brian DeNeal; Late Winter, Early Spring; Feathers Of The Wild Frontier; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Observations Concerning Southern Illinois, Mostly - R. Brookes, M.D. and John Marshall, Esq.; Summer Complaint - Tom Martin; Honest Democrat Forever!; Looking Back At Lost America - Rebel Without Applause; Novel Rooted In Northern Illinois; Afloat On The Ohio - Gordon Pruett; A Race That Lives In Mountain Coves - Sarah Barnwell Elliott; Memory Doesn't Bother To Knock—It Uses A Battering Ram; Runaway Slave - Pete A. Downey; At Last Revealed—Five Rules For Taking Photographs; Keep Bleeding, Please; Curious Gifts, Strangely Packaged; Living On Borrowed Time Club

2014 Vol. 31, No. 2: Springhouse Ink; Miners' Superstition - Joseph Husband; Cactus Pete - Bill Plater; If Gray Had Had To Write His Elegy In The Cemetery Of Spoon River - J. C. Squire; A Recipe For Curing Dropsy - Herb Russell; Hopewell Point - Paul Stroble; Remembering Madison Cawein; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; Mississippi and Ohio - Anthony Trollope; Two
Obituaries - Rebel Without Applause; Early Illinois Humor; Journey Down the River - Henry Rowe Schoolcraft; Moonbird - Tom Martin

2015

2015 Vol. 31, No. 3: Springhouse Ink; Found At A Thrift Store; Winter Night; The Community Of Renshaw In Pope County - Rick Allen; Chasing Away Snakes - Wanda Troester; The Confederate Underground In Illinois - John J. Dunphy; From My Kitchen Window - Dixie Terry; All About Shoes; Alert; Liquid Magnet; High Drama; It Comes Highly Recommended; Old Neighbors; Left Over From Yesterday; Another Era; Two Lights On A Tower; Until They Twinkle Like Stars; Technician Of The Pre-dawn; Confronts Orion; Dark Road; Gross Misunderstanding Of Religion's Purpose - Brian DeNeal; Portrait From Eldorado; Fog; No Big Deal; White Cat; Kent Haruf Got To Live His Dream - Brian DeNeal; Dark Road Revisited; Winging Above Self-Expression; Postcard; Invictus - William Ernest Henley; Vastness - Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Gary DeNeal retires as Editor/Publisher, passing the baton to his son, Brian DeNeal

Index through Vol. 31, No. 3 compiled by William R. Carr